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SYNTHESE :

Afin de détecter rapidement des défauts dans les principaux composants
des Centrales Nucléaires, EDF a mis en service plus de SO systèmes de détection
des corps errants sur les tranches 900 et 1 300 MW.

Ce papier rappelle tout d'abord l'expérience acquise sur les réacteurs
900 MW. Puis, il présente le système de détection des corps errants sur les
tranches 1 300 MW (IDEAL) ainsi que les outils développés pour le diagnostic
au sein du laboratoire de la Direction des Etudes et Recherches.

De nouvelles études ont été menées dans le cadre du Poste de
Surveillance et d'Aide au Diagnostic (PSAD) afin d'étendre les possibilités de
diagnostic de corps errants sur site. Les nouveaux outils présentés exploitent les
récents progrès en acquisition de données (système SMART) et en intelligence
artificielle (système expert MIGRE).

© The University of Tennessee. Cette communication a été présentée au
congrès « SMORN VI », Gatlinburg 20-24 mai 1991.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

In order to detect incipient failures in nuclear power plant components,
EDF has now put into operation more than 50 loose-part monitoring systems, on
its 900 MW and 1 300 MW units.

This paper first reviews the experience gained on the 900 MW reactors in
recent years. It then focuses on the 1 300 MW loose part monitoring system
(IDEAL) and to the tools developed for the diagnosis off site within a specific
Expertise Laboratory at the Research and Development Division.

New studies have been undertaken within the Monitoring and Aid to
Diagnosis Station (PSAD) in order to extend the capabilities of loose part
diagnosis on site. The new tools here presented integrate the recent progress in
acquisition technology (SMART system) and in artificial intelligence (MIGRE
expert system).

© The University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Reprinted with permission,
from Proceedings of « SMORN VI », Gatlinburg, May 20-24, 1991.



Introduction
Early detection of loose parts in the primary systems of nuclear plants has been a major concern of
Electricité de France since the start-up of the nuclear program, [ref I]. Therefore, monitoring systems
have been developed and installed in EDF nuclear plants. Their main objective is to perform a reliable
detection of abnormal acoustic situations. The two systems developed up to now meet this need :

• on the 34 units of 900 MW, the DEVIANT system [ref 2] has made possible the detection of
all loose parts to date.

• on the 20 units of 1300 MW, the IDEAL system (Impact DEtector and Aid to Localization)
has brought new capabilities in aid to diagnosis.

These two systems are described in the first pan of the paper, their principles of detection are recalled
as well as the diagnosis processes for each family of reactors, and the most recent incidents are briefly
reviewed. Then in a second part, the developments made for diagnostic purposes off site within a
specific Expertise Laboratory at the EDF Research and Development Division are presented.

For the immediate future, a new concept will soon see the light, the PSAD on-line Monitoring and Aid
to Diagnosis Station[ref 3]. Its main objectives are to give an easy access to the existing monitoring
functions (vibration monitoring of structures and big rotating machinery, loose part detection), and to
allow the interpretation of unidentified situations by the plant personnel, in easy connection with off
site specialists. The development of the new integrated loose-pan monitoring system SMART, in
connection with the expert system MIGRE will be presented in the last pan of the paper.

!.The detection of abnormal acoustic events on site
Feedback experience acquired since the start-up of the first French nuclear PWRs using a simple
acoustic monitoring system has pointed up the importance of certain criteria for the design of an on-
line Loose Pan Monitoring System (LPMS). These include :
- sensitivity and reliability of detection,
- easy maintenance,
- simplicity of the system,
- post-alarm analysis capability,
- quality training and technical assistance from specialists.

Monitoring of loose parts includes the detection, characterization and diagnosis of anomalies. At
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Electricité de France, these various tasks are performed on two levels :,

i**

• on each nuclear site, operators of the plant are responsible for the detection process whereas the
technical staff intervenes after an alarm and makes the initial evaluation . But assistance by specialists
is judged necessary because it is difficult to maintain a proper level of expertise for all different
systems installed in the plant.
• at the Research and Development Division in Chatou, specialists see to diagnostics for the plants, as
well as to extending knowledge and developing new systems.

Detection of loose parts in 900 MW reactors

The first detection systems consisted in conventional devices able to process in a simple way the
signals from piezoelectric acceleroraeters mounted on the walls of the primary system, such as
audiomonitors, scopes and voltmeters. In 1982, after the first loose-pan incident occurred at full
power, it became clear to EDF that continuous monitoring should be performed, and that the plant
should be stopped, just after a loose pan diagnosis [ réf. I].

The loose-pan detector unit DEVIANT had been designed before this incident for monitoring of the
plant from the control room during the start-up period. It is now used continuously. Its principle is
based upon the detection of transient signals whose amplitude is higher than a predetermined
threshold: detection is based upon the crest factor of the signal, which is the ratio between the peak
instantaneous value of the signal and its long-term RMS value (time constant between 5 and 10
seconds). An instantaneous alarm is produced. Feedback experience has shown that the choice of a
value of 12 for the threshold crest factor was adequate. However, in order to prevent undesirable
isolated spikes, which could produce high crest factors, a specific procedure is applied to those signals
which go over the threshold, resulting in the detection of repetitive signals only. This eliminates the
risk of false alarms.

DEVIANT includes 5 channels,, connected to the steam generators and to the bottom of the vessel. It
also indicates date of the loose-pan alarm and RMS peak voltage and peak factor measurements.
Activation of the alarm automatically triggers a perturbography unit for post-alarm analysis. In
addition to the on-line detector of mechanical impacts, a Control and Audio Monitoring Unit enables
the technical operator to evaluate the signals.

This continuous loose-parts detection procedure has now been in operation for more than 8 years,
representing a feedback experience of more than 250 reactor years. Operating experience with this
monitoring system has clearly demonstrated that major incidents have been avoided, because all loose
parts which had been impacting the structures have been detected. The global balance between
benefits and costs was highly positive: from 75 to '86, it represents about US$ 3OM, or approximately
a saving of the energy generated by a 900 MW nuclear unit in 1 year [réf. 4].
We list below all the incidents which have occurred in France since the start-up of the first 900 MW
unit and review the most recent ones, in Fessenheim 1 (85-86), Tricastin 4 and Gravelines 1 (88).

Fessenheim 1. September 1985 : During the restarting of Fessenheim 1 in September 1985, a loose
pan alarm appeared on the control room panel : it could have been interpreted as a false alarm
because no abnormal noise was observed some minutes later. Fortunately, the magnetic recording
which had been automatically started after the alarm activation revealed the presence of shocks. The
figure 1 reproduces typical signals perceived on the SG water box (AG 21 and AG 22), on the upper
pan (AG23) and on the vessel head (ACS). The expertise of the signal concluded to the presence of a
loose pan : its mass was evaluated to less than 85 g, with use of an experimantal curve plotting the
amplitude versus the energy and taking into account an estimate of the water velocity. The loose pan
manifested quite curious behaviour inside the waterbox, since it did not continuously impact the walls:
instead it remained fixed by suction against the tube plate over long periods of time, and produced no
damage. Taking into account the duration of those periods when impacts did occur as against the
quiet periods and in comparison with a previous incident in 1982, the total number of shocks to the
end of the cycle was calculated and it was shown that the damage would be about the half of that for
the previous incident As a result, the French Safety Authority allowed EDF to continue the operation
of the plant. r



Figure 1: FSH 1985 loose
part high pass filtered signals

Figure 2 : loose part at Fessenheim 1 (1985-
86) : hatched section represents the detached
part from an inspection lamp fastening device.

At the end of the cycle, in August 86, an object was found inside the waterbox: it was a pan of
fastening device for an inspection lamp (fig. 2) and had been left inside the waterbox before it was
closed. Its mass was 75 g.
This incident has lead to a change in the operation procedure : for the future, the risk of damaging
the structures will bs taken into account before making the decision of shutdown.

!reactor !phase
FSH 1
BGY 4

BGYS
SLBl

BLAl
FSHl
GRAl

FSHl
BGY 2
PALI
BLA 2
FSHl
TN4
GRAl
GRAl

cold test
cold test

cold test
cold test

cold test
100%
restarting

100%
restarting
hottest
90% power
100%
100%
100%
100%

date
1976
1978

1978
1980

1980
1981
1981

1982
1982
1983
1982
1985/86
1987
1988
1988

origin
temporary device
temporary device
Uf

temporary device
temporary device
*
temporary Device
forgotten objects
guide tube pin
Xt

guide tube pin
guide tube pin
forgotten objects
anti-rotation bar
guide tube pin
guide tube pin
guide tube pin
guide tube pin

location I damage | comments
SG water box
SG water box

SG water box
SG water box

vessel bottom
lower internals
auxiliary
circuit
SG water box
SG water box
SG water box
SG secondary
SG water box
SG water box
SG waterbox
SG water box

no
slight

no
severe

no
no
no

yes
no
no
no
some
slight
yes
no

immobile object

delayed shutdown

delayed shutdown

delayed shutdown

undetected oDjects are in italics * monitoring not in service SG: steam generator
Table 1: loose parts and defects detected in France (1976-1990: 52 reactors, 250 reactor-years)

Tricastin 4 ( 1987^ and Gravelines 1 (19881J : Both incidents occurred after
an unscheduled shut-down. The reactors were thus put at zero power and
the signals were recorded : loose pans were diagnosed in the hot water boxes
of the steam generators, with masses around 100 g. The expertise made for
Gravelinss incident will be presented in part 2 (fig 12, tables 2, 3). In one
case, circulation of the fluid was not stopped immediately in the loop,
causing some damage in the tube plate. In each incident, a guide tube pin
was discovered inside the waterbox : 125 g at Tricastin (fig. 3) and 77 g at
Gravelines.

Figure 3 : loose pan
found at Tricastin



Detection of loose parts in 1300 MW reactors

At the beginning of 1987, due to the increasing number of reactors in operation, it was becoming
necessary to decentralize a part of the diagnostic process on the nuclear sites. The starting of a new
series of 1300 MW PWRs was an opportunity to take advantage of feedback experience and of recent
technological improvements. Development of a new system had begun as early as 1985. IDEAL is
now installed on all 1300 MW reactors in operation (18 plants). It introduces a new principle of
detection and offers capabilities for diagnostics to plant personnel [ref 5, 6].

The principle of detection

Detection is performed by acoustic sensors mounted on the walls of the primary system (fig. 4). These
sensors are grouped by three or four, each group representing one zone of the reactor, these zones
being the loop, the head of the vessel (some units only) and the bottom. Six groups provide the
description of one reactor. The purpose is to detect repeated shocks which have significant amplitude
and which appear almost simultaneously in the same zone.

The procedure of detection comprises 4 steps :

- Detection of transient events is based on the
crest factor a pulse is detected if its amplitude is
greater than K times (K between 8 and 12) the
long-term RMS value of the background noise.

- Detection of elementary events. A single
sound event is detected if several pulses issued
from sensors in a single zone are observed
within a specified time interval. This interval is
determined by the maximum time of
propagation of acoustic waves in that zone. Only
the transients occurring in coincidence are
considered. This principle enables the separation
of isolated shocks which could be due to other
phenomena (thimble rattling, acoustic impacts
from control rod driving mechanism).

- Detection of significant elementary events. In
order to discriminate casual coincidences, (valve
actuation, stress wave relaxation, thimbles
rattling, for instance), events are judged
significant only in cases of repeated occurrence,
typically, when the number of events per unit of time surpasses a threshold. These situations produce a
local alarm relating to the zone of the reactor where the event occurred.

-Alarm activation. An alarm is also produced in the control room, unless it is inhibited by external
signals related to the operation of the plant, such as movement of the control rod driving mechanisms,
or the pressure of the primary system.

Figure 4 : implantation of sensors

Aid to diagnostics

Prediagnosis is now possible with the new system, IDEAL. This is performed in two steps:

Stepl : global automatic prediagnosis

• Acquisition of level 1 descriptors for the characterization of single sound events. IDEAL elaborates
the main parameters of each event, such as the peak amplitude, RMS value of the background noise,
the time intervals between impacts, the time difference between the arrival of separate waves on the
different sensors in a single area, the sequence of these arrivals. These parameters are the level 1
descriptors of the phenomenon. The system automatically processes at least 256 successive events or



IS minutes of signals.

- Acquisition of level 2 descriptors. After having obtained all level 1 descriptors, the system elaborates
level 2 descriptors, such as the histogram of time intervals, and the related descriptors (mean, mode,
standard deviation).
The pre-diagnosis is available some minutes later on a printer, in the following form:
- probability or lack of probability of a loose part,
- localization of the phenomenon (reactor sub-area or SG waterbox, according to the number of
available sensors).

Step 2 : complementary characterization of the phenomenon

An analysis of some single sound events is useful to confirm the results obtained by the IDEAL
processing unit Specific software has been developed to allow such analysis using the main computer
and a 4-channel scope memory. The graphs obtained can be printed and sent to experts for analysis.

Aid in normal surveillance of the plant
A loose-part monitoring system should also facilitate surveillance of the background noise generated
by the normal operation of the plant. As a matter of fact, it is essential not only to recognize abnormal
noise, but also to identify operational noise. This is not possible to do that automatically, because one
would need to connect all noisy components of the plant to the LPMS and to take into account an
extended knowledge base. Some progress has been made however with IDEAL, as it is possible to
detect some typical classes of noises, such as isolated transients, or changes in background noise. The
objective is to save time for the technicians so that they can spend more time on analysis. But training
remains necessary : with that purpose, a specific simulator has been developed (GECHO). Four signals
can be generated with known characteristics, enabling one also to verify the correct behaviour of the
LPMS.

The architecture
IDEAL comprises an acquisition system
connected to a micro-computer. The acquisition
system detects the transients, measures the RMS
and peak values and delivers envelopes of the
signals: these can be used at any time for
monitoring by means of a graphic recorder. The
microcomputer runs several devices, a graphic
monitor, a simplified keyboard, a printer and a
cassette recorder. The display of the primary
system synoptic is the main interface with the
operator : in the event of an incident this permits
one to visualize the movement of a loose part in
the primary circuit. Important messages are
automatically printed. Furthermore, the defective
sensors are directed to the recorder, which is
automatically activated.

Some results

ALARM

Figure 5 : architecture of IDEAL

Simulation of a loose-part incident in a 900 MW reactor : we show hereby (fig. 6) the message
delivered on line by IDEAL. The situation concerns the loose part at Fessenheim 1 (1985-86), already
described. We see that 3 sensors are sensitive to the phenomenon, 55% of the impacts are first seen by
AG21 at the SG bottom, most frequent arrival order of waves is AG21/AG22 (45%), arrival time
differences on AG21 and AG22 is around 0.9 ms. We also get the maximum amplitudes on these
sensors and the histogram of intervals between events : the maximum value (34 sec.) shows that the
phenomenon is not continous and that the object stays immobile during a long time. The diagnosis
concludes there is a loose pan in loop n°2, in the area "water box".



Acoustic phenomena detected on 1300 MW
plants: IDEAL has enabled the automatic
detection of disturbing noise on some loops
in 1300 MW units. Below is an example of
the signatures obtained (fig. 7) in Cattenom
3 : the shape is similar to that produced by a
loose pan but the time scale is different:
duration may reach several hundred ms and
rise times are longer. These signals are first
seen on the steam generators and then
propagate to the vessel : delay is not easy to
measure but it roughly corresponds to a
propagation speed of about 900 nvs, which is
the velocity of sound in water at that
temperature. A frequency analysis has shown
that the energy of the signal was situated at
around 4200 Hz, with modulation peaks
spaced at multiples of the blade rotation
frequency (173 Hz). In order to confirm that
the pump was the true source of the noise,
we performed tests on some plants which
showed a strong dépendance of the
amplitude of noise on the injection flow at
the pump seal n" 1 (fig. 8). The origin of the
noise was explained by a cavity resonance at
the injection point . In order to isolate this
phenomenon and focus on detection of
loose-part impacts only, the detection
thresholds of IDEAL were changed.

05/29/90 10.51:32
ALARME in ZONE n°02
255Coinc. within 3 ran
Arrival order

second
AG21 55% 39%
AG22 44% 55%
AG23 0% 5%
ACS 0% 0%

first
55%
44%
0%
0%

AG21/AG22:45%
Time difference AG21/AG22
average (us) 880
mini 1
maxi 5818
Shoes amplitude

AG21 AG22
creast 2.1 g 2.8 g
mis 0.9g 1.4g
Intervals distribution
class width 1.07 s
max. events number 50
average 1.8 s
sd
mini
maxi

3.5s
Os
34.4s

DIAGNOSIS:
Loose part in loop n°2
ID the area "water box"

Figure 6 : example of diagnosis message by IDEAL
(Fessenheim 1985-86)

Figure? : Zoom at the signal versus time and frequency
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Figure 8 : RMS background noise amplitude versus seal water injection flow

2. The diagnostic phase off site
In order to carry out diagnosis and confirm the presence of a loose part or identify the phenomenon,
as rapidly as possible, a specific expertise laboratory has been set up in Chatou. It comprises ( fig 9) :
• an 8 channel acquisition system connected to data-processing equipment (fig. 10) : it is possible to
acquire transients and background noise in real time, with 12-bit resolution at 50 kHL sampling per
channel and to transfer them continuously to a hard disk.
• a 4 channels frequency analyser.
• a transient graphic recorder equiped with 8 channels.
• a loud speaker and a scope.

specific
software LSD

acquisition

expert

transient
graphic
recorder

sonorisation

_ incidents
Jf \ database

Figure 9: specific expertise laboratory

The transient signals stored on the hard disk are then processed and the *5me parameters of the events
are automatically calculated : rise time, amplitude, duration, order of arrival of waves on the sensors,
delay between sensors, time interval between single sound events.Statistical processing of these
parameters is then performed and some new descriptors are obtained, such as chronograms of these
parameters, histograms (fig. 11), 2-dimensional graphs for each event of the different combinations of
parameters ( rise time versus duration, correlation tables, etc...).
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For aid to diagnosis, a database has
been constructed which permits the
calling up of the SO anomalies and
incidents which have occurred since
1970. For each of these, we can retrieve
the following information : name of
plant, phase of operation, date, nature of
anomaly, damage incurred, diagnosis,
records of the signals, report of incident
and background, etc.

Figure 12 is a graphic display of one
event with all the corresponding
descriptors.

Example of diagnostic

The example refers to Gravelines 1
(88), already mentionned : The four
processed signals originate from the
bottom of the steam generator (AG31,
AG 32) and from the bottom of the
vessel (ATI, AT2).

The following tables have been automatically obtained :

• Table 2 indicates the sensors most frequenfly impressed at first, second, third, fourth, or more and the
sequence most frequently encountered : all the events are first seen by the SG sensors (76% first seen
by AG31).

• Table 3 gives elaborated descriptors concerning both most impressed channels and issued from
statistical analysis : minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation (sd).

„
^- Acquisition Il vi

ir
IT

2 MO RAM

sualisatlon
kjh color resolution,
altime)

t
VME bus

Floppy disk
2 hard disks

66 Mbytes

-It

t
32 bits CPU I
coprocessor I
1 MORAM |

ç î Î
RS232 IEEE I/O

Figure 10 : acquisition and processing system for loose part
diagnosis
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coincidence logic : 2
events - total number : 41
channel
name
AG31
AG32
ATI
AT2

ISt
(%)
7i.6
24.4
O
O

2nd
(%)
24.4
75.6
O
O

3rd
W
O
U
9.8
O

4th

(*)
O
U
O
O

more
(*)
O
O
O
O

number of
events(%)
A1

4
U
8

"2
1

Most frequent arrival order :
AG31, AG32 (68.3%)

At channels
(ms)
AG32/AG31

mini

0.03

mean

0.68

maxi

^2.23

sd

0.44 t

Table 2 : statistics about arrival orders

channel 1 :
AG31
amplitude (g)
rise time (ms)
duration (ms)
intervals (s)
At/AG31(ms)
channel 1 :
AG32
amplitude (g)
rise time (ms)
duration (ms)
intervals (s)
At/AGSl (ms)

mini

17
O
2.4
0.2
O
mini

8.2
O
1.2
0.2
-8.3

maxi

16.1
13.6
70.5
3.5
O
maxi

17.0
14.4
706
aJ
2.2

mean

8.2
3.2
31.0
0.9
O
mean

13.4
5.2
41.5
0.9
-0.1

sd

3.2
2.8
19.6
0.7
O
sd

1.8
3.3"
15,7
0.7
2.0

1

Tables : statistics about parameter vah^s

3. The future and decentralization of diagnostics on site
Increasing needs for diagnostics on the part of power plants, especially during start-up, confirm the
appropriateness of decentralizing diagnostics, on the sites. This is the objective of the PSAD
Monitoring and Aid to Diagnostics Station, now under development [ref 5]. It doesn't only concern
loose pan detection, for which this requirement was already filled by IDEAL, but all the other
monitoring systems. All should be connected to a main computer, thus allowing to facilitate operation
and maintenance by the plant personnel.

Reactor building

charge
converter

^&
sensor

Electrical premises

alarm

*• conditioner K* *SMART p

Control/technical premises

F=I A on line

A FH 1 prediagnosis

I

~~^ /SuT^ PSADmai

"̂
U
$

National Diagnostic
Center

specific I
software I

n station

MIGRE g
expert system I

I offline
diagnosis

Figure 13 : general architecture of the loose part function inside PSAD

In the PSAD structure, the Loose-Part MonitoiIng and Diagnostic System will be divided into 3 parts

- an acquisition system, SMART, on the electrical premises,
- a specific processing and pre-diagnosis software near the control room,
- an expert system MIGRE on the control or technical premises.

Acquisition nf desrrintnrs

13



A new conditioner has been developed : it provides output signals for on line processing and for local
monitoring or evaluation needs. The raw signals from accelerometers are directly used by SMART
after charge to voltage conversion and high pass filtering (1 kHz).

Thanks to a high dynamics of the conditioner and SMART, there is no more intervention of the
operator (range adjustments). SMART is thus a "black box" which is remotely run and configured
from the PSAD main station. Its main functions are (fig. 14) :

-to detect abnormal events and activate an alarm in the control room,
-to elaborate descriptors of abnormal events (up to 8 channels) after improvement of signal noise
ratio,

- to detect anomalies in background noise such as instationarity or abnormal spectrum and to filter
undesirable frequencies on line.

-to elaborate descriptors of normal noise of the plant (random noise, isolated impulses) and of
background noise anomalies,

-to acquire raw signals from'single sound events, for vizualization and diagnostics by the experts, in
case where it would not be possible on line.

- to transmit all the descriptors to the PSAD main station for subsequent analysis.

1

Fiter-135dB/oct,
ADC14 bits,

51 KHz/channel

-anti-aliasing filtering,
-sampling

- descriptors elaboration
(time, frequency)

DSP
25 Mflops

VMEbus „

DRAM
8 Mbytes

25 Mflops |l|r

ITF

32 bits CPU

-transients detection,
- on line signal/noise
improvement
- on fine detection ol
background noise anomalies
-background noise
characterisation

- general management,
- communication with

PSAD main station

Alarm network

Figure 14 : SMART architecture.

A prototype is now under realization. Its main technical characteristics are a very high dynamics
(more then 80 dB), a high slope anti-aliasing filter to reduce frequency sampling (51 KHz) and six
powerful Digital Signal Processors to allow on line digital filtering (for signal/noise improvement and
abnormal frequencies filtering).

Some other developments concern the improvement of the detection during the reactor startup : as a
matter of fact, at low pressure the background noise is high, and transient signals due to loose pan
impacts are not detectable. One of the methods now under evaluation consists in whitening the raw
signal using the linear prediction method in order to improve the signal to noise ratio. Tests must be
performed to make sure that real time processing is possible.

Specific processing and pre-diagnosis software

The software in the PSAD main station has three principal functions : automatic elaboration of a pre-

14



diagnosis, visualization of descriptors of the incident and operator-interface with SMART.

Automatic pre-diagnosis is provided to the operator immediately following an incident, or at most 15
minutes after the beginning of an incident This pre-diagnosis uses the parameter of "interval between
events" to identify the source of shocks Goose part or vibrations between structures), as well as the
parameter "delay between channels" to localize the point of impact

Visualization of the descriptors of an incident enables the technical personnel in the plant to have a
clear, overall image which will allow them to estimate the time-distribution of impacts. From this
global visualization, they can "zoom" to obtain the shape of transient signals as well as the PSD of each
transient. One can also generate various curves (histograms, chronograms, point clusters, correlations)
representing typical parameters : amplitude, rise time, duration, time delay, interval.

Operator interface allows to change the SMART configuration and start acquisition of signals if
necessary.

The MIGRE expert system fref. 31

An expert system MIGRE has been built to assist the technical staff of the plant and confirm the on
line pre-diagnosis. MIGRE was developed in Prolog language between 1985 and 1988. The natural-
language interpreter and the inference engine were designed especially for the loose-part application.
It now runs on several microcomputers and Unix work-stations. The knowledge base contains now
approximately 100 objects and about 500 rules to describe the domain.

At present, MIGRE works in a conversational mode but requires some manual and tedious processings
to access the relevant data. For the future, MIGRE will be connected to the PSAD station and the
access to theses data should be automatized.

Conclusion
Loose-Pan Monitoring has now reached industrial "maturity". Acoustic anomalies are detected in time
and no major damage has occurred. Henceforth, the challenge consists in making pn-site diagnostics a
reality . Our prime objective is to automate the detection process as much as possible, and to aid plant
personnel in identifying defects. The PSAD concept, connecting several expert systems, should render
possible this major evolution. Close cooperation has been initiated with the final users of the system,
especially to encourage this new outlook. Of course, the ideal is not possible and the skilled advice of
specialists remains essential. We must therefore concentrate our efforts on the future expertise center
and its rapid link-up with the PSAD stations, as well as on new diagnostic methods.
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